Abstract-This paper builds on the composite likelihood concept of Lindsay (1988) to develop a framework for parameter identification, estimation, inference, and forecasting in dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models allowing for stochastic singularity. The framework consists of four components. First, it provides a necessary and sufficient condition for parameter identification, where the identifying information is provided by the first-and second-order properties of nonsingular submodels. Second, it provides a procedure based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo for parameter estimation. Third, it delivers confidence sets for structural parameters and impulse responses that allow for model misspecification. Fourth, it generates forecasts for all the observed endogenous variables, irrespective of the number of shocks in the model. The framework encompasses the conventional likelihood analysis as a special case when the model is nonsingular. It enables the researcher to start with a basic model and then gradually incorporate more shocks and other features, meanwhile confronting all the models with the data to assess their implications. The methodology is illustrated using both small-and medium-scale DSGE models. These models have numbers of shocks ranging between 1 and 7.
I. Introduction
E CONOMIC theory allows the number of structural shocks in dynamic stochasic general equilibrium (DSGE) models to be different from the number of observed endogenous variables. When the former is smaller than the latter, the model becomes stochastically singular. This poses a challenge for estimation, inference, and forecasting. Several approaches have been undertaken to bridge the gap between likelihood-based methods and stochastic singularity. The first approach allows for measurement errors (see Sargent, 1989; Altug, 1989; McGrattan, 1994; Hall, 1996; McGrattan, Rogerson, & Wright, 1997; Ireland, 2004) . Although this approach is widely applicable, the actual content of these errors can be ambiguous. The second approach adds structural shocks to the model to make it nonsingular. This alters the economic model, which may or may not reflect the intention of the researcher. As theory progresses, DSGE models are expected to take on the challenge of incorporating additional endogenous variables (e.g., those from the financial or the fiscal sector). Therefore, allowing for a flexible link between the number of structural shocks and endogenous variables can become even more desirable.
The third approach involves treating some of the observables as unobserved when constructing the likelihood. Studies have documented that different choices of observables can have large impacts on identification, estimation, and forecasting (see Fernández-Villaverde & Rubio-Ramírez, 2007; Guerron-Quintana, 2010; Del Negro & Schorfheide, 2013) . Recently, Canova, Ferroni, and Matthes (2014) drew further attention to this issue. They proposed two methods for choosing exactly k observables for a model with k shocks by building on the convolution idea of Bierens (2007) and the identification condition in Komunjer and Ng (2011) . However, under stochastic singularity, the decision to exclude observables often is not motivated by economic considerations, but rather because otherwise limited econometric methods are available. It is desirable to break this rigid link, embracing that there is often no compelling economic reason for why the number of structural shocks should determine the number of observables used for estimation.
This paper develops a likelihood-based framework for analyzing DSGE models that does not require adding measurement errors, introducing new structural shocks, or excluding observables from the estimation. It builds on the composite likelihood concept of Lindsay (1988) . The composite likelihood is a likelihood-based object formed by multiplying component likelihoods, each of which corresponds to a marginal or conditional event. It has found applications in diverse areas, particularly in spatial statistics, where complex dependence between variables makes implementing the full likelihood impractical. Here, the issue of complex dependence is irrelevant. Rather, the idea of considering component likelihoods provides a solution for handling singularity. Specifically, in a model with n observables and k (k < n) shocks, the subsets that include no more than k observables are typically nonsingular. For any such subset, one can write down the likelihood in either the time or the frequency domain. A composite likelihood can then be formed by multiplying some or all of these components. All the observables can enter the estimation through the component likelihoods, irrespective of the number of shocks in the model. The researcher can still flexibly add structural shocks or measurement errors, but only when doing so is considered desirable.
The framework consists of four components. First, it provides a necessary and sufficient condition for local identification, where the identifying information is provided by the first-and second-order properties of the nonsingular submodels. This condition extends the results in Qu and Tkachenko (2012) . Second, it provides a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based procedure for parameter estimation. The procedure builds on the work of Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) and An and Schorfheide (2007) . Third, it proposes methods for obtaining confidence sets for the structural parameters and the impulse responses using the MCMC draws and the properties of the model. Finally, it suggests a procedure that can generate forecasts for all the observed endogenous variables, even if the number of structural shocks is as small as 1.
In practice, arriving at a satisfactory model can be a gradual process. The composite likelihood framework enables the researcher to start with a basic model and then gradually incorporate more shocks and other features, meanwhile confronting all the models with data to assess their implications. In addition, for any intermediate model, different composite likelihoods can be constructed and estimated using different sets of submodels. This can potentially reveal shortcomings of the model, therefore being informative about what additional shocks are desirable for model improvement. These features are illustrated through both small-and medium-scale DSGE models.
The models considered are singular versions of two influential models in the literature. The first is a prototypical three-equation New Keynesian model, studied in Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000) and Lubik and Schorfheide (2004) . The second is the model of Smets and Wouters (2007) . The findings can be summarized as follows. First, among the structural parameters, the estimates related to the steady state tend to remain stable across specifications, while those related to the productivity process and frictions can vary substantially. Second, the estimated effect of a particular shock (e.g., the productivity shock) can crucially depend on what other shocks are allowed in the model. Third, for the smallscale models considered, whether to include the monetary policy shock has little effect on the estimated responses to the productivity shock, while for the medium-scale models, whether to include the wage markup and risk premium shocks has little effect on the estimated responses to the productivity, investment, monetary policy, and exogenous spending shocks. Fourth, there can exist different parameter values that yield similar impulse responses to some shocks but very different responses to others. This reflects an identification issue, suggesting that relying on matching impulse responses to a particular shock can be insufficient for determining all the parameters. Finally, overall, the composite likelihood framework is informative not only for detecting the above similarities and differences but also for pinpointing the sources (i.e., which parameters and their values) that generate them.
In this paper, for both the theoretical and the empirical analysis, the following perspective is fundamental. That is, a DSGE model is an approximation to the true data-generating process with stochastic singularity being among the potential misspecifications. This perspective suggests that as with other misspecifications, one should carefully assess the effect of the singularity on the model rather than assuming it away (i.e., treating some observables as unobserved) or ruling out singular models altogether. The composite likelihood framework provides a platform for analyzing such models with the results explicitly acknowledging misspecification. The value of the framework is not in providing a unique estimation criterion function that achieves the highest efficiency, but rather in allowing researchers to experiment with different combinations of component likelihoods and to confront all such choices with data. In this regard, it is related to the literature that studies dynamic general equilibrium models while explicitly acknowledging their misspecifications. This includes, among others, Watson (1993) , Hansen and Sargent (1993) , Diebold, Ohanian, and Berkowitz (1998) , Schorfheide (2000) , Bierens (2007) , and Del Negro and Schorfheide (2009) . This paper is related to the following contributions that embrace stochastic singularity: the generalized method of moments (Hansen, 1982) , the simulated method of moments Ingram, 1991, and Duffie & Singleton, 1993) , and the indirect inference (Smith, 1993; Gouriéroux, Monfort, & Renault, 1993; and Gallant & Tauchen, 1996) . Important progress has been made in adapting these methods to the current generation of DSGE models (see Ruge-Murcia, 2007, and Andreasen, Fernández-Villaverde, & Rubio-Ramírez, 2013) . The above methods are not likelihood based; they use criteria other than model-implied densities to link the model with the data.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II characterizes stochastic singularity. Section III introduces the composite likelihood. Sections IV to VII study identification, inference, impulse responses, and forecasting, respectively. Section VIII provides empirical illustrations. Section IX discusses how to choose between composite likelihoods. The online appendix contains proofs, notes on implementation, and some additional empirical results.
II. Stochastically Singular DSGE Models
This paper considers DSGE models that are representable as
The n-by-1 vector Y t includes the measured variables; X t is a vector that includes the endogenous variables, conditional expectation terms, and exogenous shocks processes if they are serially correlated; ε t includes serially uncorrelated structural disturbances; and v t contains measurement errors if there are any. The vector θ consists of the structural parameters. The coefficients' matrices μ(θ), A(θ), B(θ), C(θ) , and D(θ) are functions of θ. Throughout the paper, θ is assumed to take values in a parameter space Θ that is of dimension q.
The above representation encompasses the current generation of DSGE models (e.g., Smets & Wouters, 2007) . For simplicity, the measurement errors are assumed to be serially uncorrelated. Otherwise, as in Ireland (2004) , a subset of equations can be appended to the system to describe the time evolution of v t . The representation also encompasses indeterminacy once ε t and θ are augmented to include the sunspot 918 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS shocks and the corresponding parameters. Such an extension follows from proposition 1 in Lubik and Schorfheide (2004) .
System (1) has a vector moving average representation:
where v t ] . This representation is useful for formulating the theoretical results on identification and inference. The spectral density matrix of
* , where Σ(θ) = Var( t ) and the superscript * stands for the conjugate transpose. Definition 1 specifies the type of stochastic singularity considered in this paper. 
are coefficients matrices with the (1,1)th element of g 0 (θ 0 ) being zero.
The model is stochastically singular when some variable can be perfectly predicted from its own past values and the current and lagged values of the other variables. Under stochastic singularity, the covariance matrix Var(Y t ) can still be of full rank. For example, consider Y 1,t = t−1 and Y 2,t = t . Then Y 1,t is known from observing Y 2,t−1 , although the covariance matrix of Y t still has full rank. Consequently, the appropriate object to study singularity in the time domain is the entire correlogram. In the frequency domain, equation (1) is stochastically singular if and only if the spectral density matrix of Y t is of reduced rank at all frequencies.
Lemma 1 relates the above definition to the most common cause of stochastic singularity in DSGE models. Let dim(·) denote the dimension of a vector.
It is well known that the conventional time and frequency domain Gaussian likelihoods are not well defined when the model is stochastically singular. Specifically, in the time domain, the density of Y t given its lagged values is not well defined because the conditional covariance matrix is singular. Algorithmically, when implementing the Kalman filter, the prediction step produces a singular covariance matrix, causing the updating step to break down. In the frequency domain, the spectral density matrix of Y t is singular. Because its inverse enters the likelihood, the latter also fails to be well defined.
III. The Composite Likelihood
The composite likelihood was developed by Lindsay (1988) . Its precedents are the pseudolikelihood of Besag (1974 Besag ( , 1975 and the partial likelihood of Cox (1975) . Below, I review it using example 3A in Lindsay (1988) to contrast with its application in the current context. Suppose we observe y i on a lattice of sites indexed by i (i = 1, . . . , N). Suppose the distribution of y i conditional on the neighboring observations is given by ( y i |y [i] 
2 ), where y = ( y 1 , . . . , y N ) and w i is an N-by-1 vector whose jth element equals 1 if i and j are neighbors and 0 otherwise. The Hammersley-Clifford theorem implies that the joint distribution of y is unique and given by y ∼ N(0, σ
2 is a function of τ 2 and θ. Assume σ 2 is known and equals 1. Then the log likelihood (up to a constant) equals κ(θ) + θy Wy/2 with κ(θ) = (1/2) log det (I − θW ). Maximizing this likelihood involves computing κ(θ) and its derivative with respect to θ, both of which can lead to computational difficulties because N is typically large. To bypass this difficulty, Besag (1974) suggested considering the sum of the conditional log likelihoods:
Taking the first-order derivative leads to y Wy − θy W 2 y = 0, which is straightforward to evaluate. Hjort and Omre (1994) suggested considering the pairwise log likelihood,
where d ir is some measure of the relationship between the two sites. Both equations (3) and (4) are members of the composite likelihood family. The general principle was laid out in Lindsay (1988) 
Its vector moving average representation is
Its spectral density at ω ∈ [−π, π] equals
Equation (5) The likelihood functions for the nonsingular submodels are simple to obtain. In the time domain, the Gaussian likelihoods can be obtained using the Kalman filter. In the frequency domain, the inverses of the spectral densities of the nonsingular submodels can be obtained directly from equation (6). The computational details are in the online appendix.
The motivation for applying the composite likelihood concept to DSGE models is different from the geostatistics setting and can be stated as follows. First, the nonsingular submodels (5) are consistent with the full model, all possessing well-defined likelihood functions. The HammersleyClifford theorem is easily applicable. This special feature provides the opportunity for constructing component likelihoods and subsequently the composite likelihood. Second, DSGE models are imperfect approximations to the datagenerating process. Stochastic singularity is typically a misspecification. It can be desirable to match only the nonsingular relationships with the data. This makes the composite likelihood not a shortcut to circumvent singularity but a desirable method to relate misspecified models to the data.
Let Y 1,t , . . . , Y S,t be some subvectors of Y t that are stochastically nonsingular, each satisfying equation (5) for some P s with S being some integer. Denote their corresponding loglikelihood functions by s (θ) (s = 1, . . . , S). I propose to construct the composite log likelihood as
This construction has two features. First, it allows an arbitrary relationship between the number of observables and number of shocks. Second, if the original full model is already nonsingular, then by choosing S = 1 and Y S,t = Y t , we obtain the conventional log likelihood. Therefore, the framework encompasses the conventional likelihood analysis as a special case. This implies that I also subject the model to capturing the marginal behaviors of these variables. These two considerations are natural from a modeling perspective and are also feasible under singularity. Under this specification, the composite likelihood function equals 1 when integrated over the values of the observables. This makes the interpretation of the prior's effects across different models more straightforward. Starting with this specification, I will also experiment with alternative specifications and examine the differences. Note that the results on identification, inference, and forecasting apply to general specifications that include the above ones as special cases.
The composite likelihood framework allows the researcher to introduce weights on each of the submodels. One can even think about bringing together two different (singular) models and estimating them jointly. Such explorations are left for future work.
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A. Illustrations
Illustrative example 1. This example leads to analytical results. It also shows that identification failure can occur when excluding variables from the estimation.
Let x t and c t be a household's income and consumption. The researcher postulates the following model:
Suppose this model is misspecified in the sense that the actual relationship is given by the first equation in the preceding display and c t = γx t + v t , where v t is a transitory fluctuation in consumption. Suppose |ρ| < 1 and
The goal is to estimate ρ, γ, and σ. The model-implied covariance matrix of (x t , c t ) is singular. A common practice is to use only one variable for estimation. Dropping the variable c t leaves x t = ρx t−1 + e t . This identifies (ρ, σ) but not γ. Dropping the variable x t leaves c t = ρc t−1 + γe t . This identifies (ρ, γσ) but does not separately identify γ and σ.
The model has two nonsingular submodels that correspond to {x t } and {c t }:
The parameters ρ, σ are identified from 1 (ρ, γ, σ), while γ is further identified from 2 (ρ, γ, σ). Therefore, all the parameters are identified from considering the composite likelihood. The maximizer of the composite likelihood satisfies the following relationship:
whereρ mirrors an OLS estimator after reweighting the observations from the two equations by their residual variances. As the specification error becomes smaller (i.e., the variance of v t approaches 0),γ 2 approaches its true value γ in any sample size, andρ andσ 2 approach the conventional MLE under a known γ. Therefore, the composite likelihood delivers an intuitive estimator that coincides with the ideal estimator under correct model specification.
Illustrative example 2. This example illustrates how to algorithmically compute the composite likelihood, by considering singular versions of the DSGE model studied in Clarida et al. (2000) and Lubik and Schorfheide (2004) . The original model is
where y t , π t , and r t denote log deviations of output, inflation, and nominal interest rate. The shocks satisfy
ε gt , and ε zt are correlated with correlation coefficient ρ gz . The observables are log levels of output, inflation, and interest rate:
, where the output is prefiltered and π * and r * are annualized steady-state inflation and real interest rates with
. Henceforth, this model will be referred to as the three shocks model. Here I consider two singular versions of the three shocks model. The first is affected by ε zt only. The second is affected by ε gt and ε zt .
The solutions to the three models are related in a simple way. Consider first the three shocks model. System (9) can be written as (Sims, 2002) 
, and Π(θ), are known functions of θ. Under determinacy, the model's solution can be represented as (10) where A(θ) and B(θ) are known functions of structural parameters and C(θ) is a selection matrix that selects the first three elements of X t . The solutions to the two singular models can still be represented as equation (10) after modifying the shocks accordingly. In the one-shock model, ε t needs to be replaced by (0, 0, ε zt ) and in the two-shocks model by (0, ε gt , ε zt ) . Define
Then the solutions to the three models can be written as 
In the time domain, the likelihood function can be computed using Kalman filtering and in the frequency domain by computing its spectral density and periodograms (see the online appendix for details). Other component likelihoods can be computed in the same way by changing P s accordingly.
The composite likelihood does not use all the information implied by the model when estimating the parameters. Therefore, it can be considered as a limited-information method. It is informative to compare it with minimum distance estimation. The main distinction is that the former uses component likelihood functions to connect the model with the data, while the latter uses moments. This leads to three differences in practice. First, the main estimation steps are different. For the composite likelihood, the most important step is to specify the submodels, after which the estimation becomes fairly similar to the conventional likelihood situation (see section V). For minimum distance estimation, the key step is to select a sufficient number of informative moments and then compute them using both the data and the model. Simulation is often needed for computing the model-implied moments. Second, the handling of the time-series information is different. Because the component likelihoods are proper likelihood functions, they automatically incorporate the time series information implied by the submodels. For minimum distance estimation, such information will need to be handled with suitably chosen moments and a proper weighting matrix. For medium-scale models with more than thirty parameters, choosing such moments and weighting matrix can be a challenging or even daunting task. Third, the implications for forecasting are different. The composite likelihood can be used to obtain forecasts for all the observables irrespective of the number of shocks (see section VII). The minimum distance framework does not encompass forecasting. Meanwhile, the two methods also share some common features. They both require making some choices in either submodels or moments. The computational cost of both methods can be substantial. The computation details related to the composite likelihood will be documented in two ways. First, the Matlab codes are made available online. Second, the computational time is summarized in section IX. A more thorough and informative discussion of the minimum distance method for DSGE models can be found in Fernández-Villaverde et al., 2016.
IV. Identification
For DSGE models, understanding identification is important for both calibration and formal statistical analysis. Substantial progress has been made recently. Canova and Sala (2009) documented the types of identification issues that can arise in these models. Iskrev (2010) gave sufficient conditions for local identification, while Komunjer and Ng (2011) and Qu and Tkachenko (2012) gave necessary and sufficient conditions. Guerron-Quintana, Inoue, and Kilian (2013) are among the first to study weak identification in DSGE models. This section studies the local identification of θ based on the information provided by the submodels. Suppose that Y t is generated by equation (1) 
The above definition is formulated in the frequency domain. There is an equivalent formulation in the time domain in terms of autocovariance functions. Suppose Y s,t has autocovariance function Γ s ( j; θ) ( j = 0, ±1, . . .) and that f s (ω; θ) is continuous in ω. There is a one-to-one mapping between Γ s ( j; θ) and f s (ω; θ), given by
. . , S) if and only if it is locally identifiable from μ s (θ) and the complete set of autocovariances
Assumption 2. The following conditions hold for all θ ∈ Θ and ω ∈ [−π, π]: Theorem 1 follows from theorem 2 in Qu and Tkachenko (2012) . The main difference is that here, the identifying information comes from the nonsingular submodels.
The dimension of G S (θ) always equals q. The sth component in the summation,
922 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS measures the contribution from the sth submodel to identification. It is positive semidefinite by construction. In practice, it is instructive to compare the rank of equation (12) for s = 1, . . . , S, as this can be informative about the source of identification. I now discuss three extensions. First, to check local identification based on the second-order properties only, we need to delete the term in equation (11) containing ∂μ s (θ) /∂θ. Second, to consider identification based on a subset of frequencies, we replace G S (θ) by
where W (ω) is an indicator function that is symmetric around 0. Third, to check the local identification of a subset of parameters, say θ (1) , while fixing the rest at θ 0 , we only need to replace ∂θ by ∂θ (1) . Theorem 1 continues to hold with these changes.
V. Estimation and Inference
The estimation can proceed as if (θ) was the conventional log likelihood. Let π(θ) be a prior density. Then, as in Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) , a quasi-posterior density is given by
The estimator for θ 0 can be taken to be the quasiposterior mean:θ = Θ θp(θ)dθ. Computationally,θ can be obtained using MCMC methods, such as the MetropolisHastings algorithm, by drawing a sequence of values
. A useful reference is An and Schorfheide (2007) . I refer to the intervals obtained by sorting the MCMC draws as MCMC intervals.
The density p(θ) corresponds to a quasi-posterior because (θ) is not a log-likelihood function. The MCMC intervals are in general not valid credible sets. They can also differ from frequentist confidence intervals asymptotically. The intuition is as follows. In a regular problem with a large sample size, the length of an MCMC interval is determined by the curvature of the criterion function. For a conventional likelihood, this curvature measures information in the data because of the information matrix identity. For a general criterion function, this curvature no longer represents information except under special circumstances (see the discussion on pp. 223-224 in Lindsay, 1988) . Therefore, the MCMC interval alone may not correctly represent uncertainty. Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) have clearly documented this feature in a general context. They also provided intervals with desired frequentist properties.
Misspecification is another complication. When misspecification is present and unaccounted for, standard Bayesian credible sets can differ substantially from valid frequentist intervals even asymptotically. Müller (2013) studied the risk of Bayesian inference under misspecified models. His results imply that standard credible sets can have higher asymptotic frequentist risk than achievable. To relate such general results to the current study, the online appendix gives two simple examples. There, overconfidence can arise if one applies Bayesian credible sets mechanically without thinking about misspecification. All existing DSGE models exhibit some misspecifications. Therefore accounting for misspecification is of general importance. This issue does not vanish when a DSGE model is analyzed using the composite likelihood instead of the conventional likelihood.
Motivated by the above considerations, I address the inference issue in two steps. First, I construct confidence intervals with the following two features: they acknowledge model misspecification, and they have correct frequentist coverage rates for the pseudo-true value asymptotically when the parameters are well identified. I refer to the resulting intervals as asymptotic intervals. Then I further compare the asymptotic and the MCMC intervals. This will lead to a suggestion for practice:
are generated by a covariance stationary vector process: Y t = μ 0 + ∞ j=0 h 0j ζ t−j , where {ζ t } are mean 0 and serially uncorrelated with finite variance Σ 0 and 0 third-and fourth-order cumulants. Assume Y t has spectral density f 0 (ω), satisfying assumption 2 with f (ω; θ), h j (θ) and t replaced by f 0 (ω), h 0j and ζ t , respectively.
Assumption 2 is about the model, while assumption MI is about the data. The data can be stochastically nonsingular. The requirements on the third-and fourth-order cumulants can be relaxed. Doing so will not affect the consistency result (i.e., lemma 2) but will alter the asymptotic distribution. The procedure for constructing the asymptotic intervals (procedure A) is valid without these cumulant requirements.
Let μ s,0 and f s,0 (ω) contain the elements of μ 0 and f 0 (ω) that correspond to the sth nonsingular submodel. Define
The one-sided Hausdorff distance from a set A to B is given by h(A, B) = sup x∈A inf y∈B x − y .
Lemma 2. Let assumptions 1,2, and MI hold. Then:
2. LetČ denote the set of maximizers of (θ) and C 0 the set of maximizers of ∞ (θ). Then with probability 1:
The proof of the lemma follows Hansen and Sargent (1993) 
In the above, f −1 As shown in the online appendix, the result applies to both the time and frequency domain composite likelihoods. Because M −1 VM −1 is in general different from M −1 , the MCMC draws will need to be adjusted in order for their quantiles to provide asymptotically valid confidence intervals. Such an adjustment is given in the following procedure. This concludes the first step. Now I compare the asymptotic and MCMC intervals. The asymptotic interval is interpretable under misspecification but requires the parameters to be well identified. The MCMC interval in general does not have a sharp interpretation. But because it does not rely on any asymptotic approximation, it can be more indicative of weak identification than the asymptotic interval. I recommend reporting both intervals in practice. This recommendation can be related to that in Moon and Schorfheide (2012) . Their paper analyzed models with partially identified parameters. They suggested reporting the estimates of the identified set and the conditional prior along with the Bayesian credible sets. In both cases, the motivation for the recommendation can be stated as providing a full disclosure of the results when different methods can lead to different conclusions.
Procedure A (for computing asymptotic intervals
VI. Impulse Response Functions
I discuss how to compute impulse responses and measure the associated uncertainty. Suppose there are no measurement errors. Then, Y t = μ(θ)+C(θ)(I −A(θ)L) −1 B(θ)ε t . Let e j be the jth column of an identity matrix. Then the impulse response of the jth variable to the lth orthogonal shock equals e j IR (k; θ) e l , where
. The inference can be carried out in three steps using the MCMC draws θ (i) :
Step 1 is to compute e j IR(k;θ)e l , whereθ denotes the mean (or the median) of θ (i) .
Step 2 is to compute
Step 3 is to sort the resulting values. Use their relevant percentiles to form an interval. This procedure leads to pointwise MCMC intervals for the impulse responses. Asymptotic intervals can be constructed simply by replacing θ (i) with θ (i) in steps 2 and 3.
VII. Forecasting
For nonsingular models, one-and multistep-ahead forecasts can be obtained through
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where Y 1:T denotes the observed sample, p(θ|Y 1:T ) denotes the posterior distribution of θ given Y 1:T , and p(·|Y 1:T ; θ) is the conditional density of Y T +1 given Y 1:T and θ, which can be evaluated using the Kalman filter. The left-handside distribution can be generated by first sampling from the posterior distribution of θ and then drawing from the multivariate normal distribution implied by p(Y T +1 |Y 1:T ; θ). However, this algorithm is no longer applicable under singularity. In practice, the forecasting often proceeds by introducing measurement errors or by treating some observables as unobserved. The latter approach ignores the information from some observed time series and yields forecasts for only a subset of the observables. The composite likelihood framework offers an opportunity for obtaining forecasts for all the observed endogenous variables. Specifically, let
where p S (θ|Y 1:T ) equals p(θ) in equation (13) and
Note that p s (·|Y s,1:T ; θ) is the conditional density of Y s,T +1
implied by the sth submodel, which can be evaluated using the Kalman filter. Using equation ( Step 1: Sample from p S (·|Y 1:T ; θ (i) ) in equation (16) 
Step 2:
T +1 , and useŶ T +1 as the point forecast for Y T +1 .
Step 3: To produce multistep forecasts, let
, and repeat steps 1 and 2 with T replaced by T + 1. Continue this step until the desired horizon is reached.
I now apply the above procedure to the first example in section IIIA. In equation (16), S = 2, Y 1,t = x t , and Y 2,t = c t . Conditional on θ, the joint forecast for Y T +1 is a bivariate normal distribution with mean (ρx T , ρc T ) and a diagonal covariance matrix. Two features emerge. First, the forecast for Y 1,T +1 conditional on Y 2,T +1 is the same as the unconditional forecast. Therefore, by construction, the information contained in Y 2,T +1 cannot be used to improve the forecast for Y 1,T +1 . This holds in general situations as long as the variables are allocated to disjoint submodels. Second, the two point forecasts, ρx T and ρc T , can be correlated because corr(ρx T , ρc T ) = corr(x t , c t ). They are perfectly correlated if and only if x t and c t are perfectly correlated in the data. This suggests that the point forecasts can reflect the crossdependence present in the data, even when the variables are in disjoint submodels. These two features are important for interpreting the forecasts under equation (20).
VIII. Empirical Illustrations
I apply the composite likelihood framework to analyze both small-and medium-scale DSGE models. I take the perspective of a modeler who starts with few shocks and then gradually incorporates more shocks to enrich the model. For each singular model, I first study the parameter estimates and then the impulse responses. The results for the medium-scale models (i.e., singular versions of the Smets and Wouters, 2007, model) are reported below, while those for the small-scale models are in section S.5 of the online appendix.
In Smets and Wouters (2007, henceforth SW) , the model consists of seven observables: output (y t ), consumption (c t ), investment (i t ), wage (w t ), hours (l t ), inflation (π t ), and interest rate (r t ). It has seven shocks: productivity (η 
A. The Four Shocks Model
I use {y t , π t , r t , i t } , {c t } , {w t } and {l t } to form the composite likelihood. This is based on the following considerations. First, capturing the joint behavior of y t , π t , and r t is a key requirement for even small-scale models. The mediumscale model considered here has a more flexible structure and therefore is naturally positioned for such a task when endowed with η a t , η g t , and η r t . Second, the incorporation of η i t into the model permits including i t in the leading subset. Third, the three subsets {c t } , {w t }, and {l t } ensure that the parameter estimates will also be disciplined by the marginal behaviors of these three processes.
Parameter estimates. The results are reported in table 1. Out of the 28 parameters, 21 have their confidence intervals (i.e., the unions of the MCMC interval and the asymptotic interval) overlapping with those in SW (reported in table S1 in the online appendix). Among the remaining 7 parameters (ξ p , ρ a , λ, α, r π , σ r , ρ g ), (ξ p , ρ a , λ) take on quite different values from those in SW. Below, I discuss the Among the shock processes, as in SW, the productivity and exogenous spending processes are found to be persistent, while the investment and the monetary policy shock processes are not. The productivity process has an AR(1) coefficient (ρ a ) of 0.99 and a standard deviation parameter (σ a ) of 0.55, higher than the original estimates of 0.95 and 0.45. Under ρ a = 0.99, the half-life of a shock equals 68 quarters, much higher than 14 quarters implied by ρ a = 0.95. The exogenous spending process has an AR(1) coefficient (ρ g ) of 0.90 and a standard deviation (σ g ) of 0.54, compared with 0.97 and 0.53 in SW. Finally, the AR(1) coefficients for the investment and monetary policy shock processes (ρ i and ρ r ) are very close to those in SW, while the standard deviation estimates (σ i and σ r ) are both mildly higher. In summary, the most pronounced difference here pertains to the productivity process. Now consider the behavioral parameters. The habit parameter (λ) equals 0.37, substantially smaller than 0.71 in SW. The price indexation and rigidity parameters (ι p and ξ p ) both take on small values. The new ξ p implies an average price contract of 1.3 quarters, compared with 2.9 quarters in SW. The wage indexation and rigidity parameters (ι w and ξ w ) are both high. The new ξ w implies an average wage contract of 6.3 quarters, compared with 3.3 quarters in SW. The remaining parameter values (α, ψ, ϕ, σ c , φ p , σ l ) are broadly similar to those in SW. In summary, among the behavioral parameters, those governing habits and price and wage frictions are consistently different from those in the nonsingular model. As shown below, this translates into markedly different responses to productivity shocks.
Next, consider the monetary policy parameters. The inflation weight parameter (r π ) equals 1.41, lower than 2.04 in SW. The output gap weight parameter (r y ) equals 0.17, higher than 0.08 in SW. The other parameters are broadly similar: the policy reacts fairly strongly to changes in 926 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS output gap, while there is a considerable degree of interest rate smoothing.
In summary, the estimated four-shocks model features a highly persistent productivity shock process, low price rigidity, high wage rigidity and indexation, and low habit persistence.
Impulse responses. The responses to a productivity shock are reported in figures 1 to 7 of the online appendix. The remaining cases are in figures S1 to S21 of the online appendix. In each figure, the first three plots are for models with four to six shocks, while the fourth is for the original SW model. The solid line is computed using the posterior mean. The two dashed lines and the shaded area represent the 90% asymptotic and MCMC intervals respectively.
Figures 1 to 7 confirm that the productivity shock is prominent in driving business cycle fluctuations. Under a positive shock, the inflation falls sharply (due to the small price inertia), causing real wage to rise sharply (due to the high wage indexation) and real interest to fall (due to the monetary policy reaction). On the real side, the labor supply increases strongly as a result of the higher wage. This leads to a sharp rise in output, accompanied by a strong increase in consumption (due to the low habit persistence and lower real interest rate). Because the productivity shock process is very persistent, its effects on these variables are long lasting. The above responses are substantially more pronounced than in SW.
The responses to the monetary policy shock are close to those in SW (figures S1 to S7). Specifically, the response of inflation is only slightly stronger than in SW. The responses of interest rate and investment are almost identical to those in SW. There is a slight increase in the real wage initially, as opposed to the small decrease seen in SW. This is due to the drop in the price level and the high wage indexation. The initial responses of the output, hours worked, and consumption are slightly stronger than in SW. Then they revert to levels similar to the latter. The initial differences are due to the low habit persistence.
Consider the investment shock (figures S8 to S14). The inflation and interest rate responses are mildly stronger than in SW due to the low price rigidity. The response in real wage shows an initial slight dip before reverting to levels comparable to SW. This dip follows from the decrease in inflation and the strong wage indexation. The responses in output, investment, hours, and consumption are all comparable to those in SW, except that the last two are mildly stronger due to the stronger response in interest rate and the low habit persistence.
Finally, consider the exogenous spending shock (figures S15 to S21). The responses of inflation and interest rate are mildly stronger due to the low price rigidity. Real wage shows a slight decline at short horizons due to the strong wage indexation. The responses of output, investment, hours worked, and consumption are close to SW, except that they exhibit a faster decay to 0 due to the smaller AR(1) coefficient of this shock process. Therefore, while the responses to the monetary shock are similar to those in SW, the responses to the productivity shock are substantially different. The price rigidity parameter is estimated to be small in order to account for the highly volatile inflation seen in the data. This results in unusually strong responses of inflation to productivity shocks, which lead to very strong responses of labor hours and consequently the output.
B. Five-Shocks Model
I incorporate η p t into the model. This shock breaks the rigid link between inflation and price rigidity, permitting large and frequent changes in the former to be compatible with a high level of the latter. As a result, the model is more flexible in modeling the responses of inflation and, consequently, hours worked and output, to productivity shocks. The following subsets are used to form the composite likelihood: {y t , π t , r t , i t , l t } , {c t }, and {w t }. The incorporation of l t into the nonsingular subset exploits the above increased flexibility.
Parameter estimates. The results are reported in table 1 (columns 6 to 9). First, the price rigidity parameter (ξ p ) is now higher than in the four-shocks model and closer to that in SW. Second, the persistence of the productivity shock process is lower and closer to that in SW, with the half-life of a shock reduced to 34 quarters. Third, the inflation and output weight parameters (r π and r y ) are both close to that in SW. In fact, out of the 31 parameters, all except λ and α now have confidence intervals overlapping with those in SW. These two parameter values are little changed relative to the four-shocks model.
Impulse responses.
See plot b of figures 1 to 7 and S1 to S21. Under a positive productivity shock, the decrease in inflation is much smaller than the four-shocks model. The magnitude is close to SW. The increase in real wage is also smaller than the four-shocks model. It is still mildly stronger than SW because the productivity process remains more persistent. Since the inflation response is much reduced, the high wage indexation is no longer quantitatively important for determining real wage. Consequently, the response in hours worked is much less pronounced than in the four-shocks model.
Responses to the other three shocks are in line with SW. The inflation response is almost identical to SW due to the increased price rigidity. The initial small increase in the real wage seen in the four shocks model is no longer present. The responses of hours worked, output, and consumption are slightly stronger than those in SW due to the low habit persistence.
In summary, incorporating the price markup shock leads to a significant increase in the price rigidity and decrease in the persistence of the productivity process. These two changes both lead to milder responses to productivity shocks. Overall, the responses to the five shocks are no longer substantially different from those in SW.
C. Six-Shocks Model
I incorporate the wage markup shock (η w t ) into the model. The following subsets are used to form the composite likelihood: {y t , π t , r t , i t , l t , w t } and {c t }.
Parameter estimates. The estimation results are reported in the last four columns of table 1. Out of the 34 parameters, all except 2 (λ and α) have confidence intervals overlapping with those in SW; the value of ι w is now close to that in SW.
Impulse responses. The responses are overall similar to the five-shocks model. They are also close to those in SW except that the initial responses in hours worked, output, and consumption are slightly different due to the low habit persistence.
This section has considered models with the number of shocks ranging between 1 and 7. A summary of the main findings can be found in section I.
IX. Experimenting with Alternative Specifications
This section illustrates how one may decide on which composite likelihood to use. The main idea is to consider a range of alternative specifications; examine their implications in terms of parameter estimates, cross-covariances, identification properties, and forecasting performance; and then make the choice by aggregating the results. The discussions use singular versions of SW as illustrating examples. For each of them, three composite likelihood specifications are considered. The first is the specification that leads to tables 1 and S1 (called the default specification from now on). The other two are as follows. In the first alternative specification, the variables excluded from the maximal nonsingular submodel under the default specification are used to form the second submodel. The two submodels are then used to form the composite likelihood. In the second alternative specification, the composite likelihood is formed by taking the marginal likelihoods of the seven variables, one at a time. In terms of accounting for dependencies in the data, the default specification can be viewed as an intermediate case and the two alternative specifications as two polar cases. Other specifications in between can also be considered without further conceptual difficulties. For the current application, comparing these three specifications is sufficiently informative. The analysis that follows examines the four implications outlined above sequentially and also makes an attempt to develop a statistical criterion for selection. The goal of the analysis is not to dictate a particular choice but to inform how a choice can be made. Therefore, at the end of this section, the results are summarized to provide a practical procedure for choosing a composite likelihood specification.
A. Parameter Estimates and Cross-Covariances
This section considers models with four, five, and six shocks sequentially. For each model, it first studies parameter estimates and then cross-covariances. The cross-covariances are computed using the full (singular) model. They are used to identify the dimensions along which the fit to the data differs and also to measure the extent of the differences. If a composite likelihood specification produces a fit that is substantially inferior to the default specification, this specification will be considered undesirable.
Four-shocks model. The estimation results under the first alternative specification are reported in panel a in table S2. The main findings are as follows. Out of the 28 cases, 25 confidence intervals overlap with those under the default specification. The three exceptions are ρ g , ρ ga , and ι w . In addition, the value of r y is smaller, although the confidence intervals still overlap. Overall, the parameter estimates under these two specifications are broadly similar. This suggests that the resulting fit to the data may also be similar.
To study this further, I compare three sets of crosscovariances with each other. The first two are model-implied covariances at the posterior means. The third is the sample cross-covariance computed directly from the data. The 28 pairs of variables are organized into three figures, reported in the online appendix. Figure S22 displays the pairs involving Δy t . These cases are arguably of leading importance. Figure  S23 displays results among Δc t , Δw t , and Δl t . Because these three variables are treated differently under the two specifications, separating them out can help reveal patterns in the results. The remaining pairs are included in figure S24 . The maximum lead and lag orders are set to 8 throughout. The 90% confidence intervals derived from sample cross-covariances are also included to gauge the uncertainty.
The figures show the following. First, the two modelimplied covariances are close to each other in the majority of the cases. Second, there is a trade-off. Moving from the default to the first alternative specification improves the fit along some dimensions but worsens it along some others. (See panels e and f in figure S23 and m to o in figure S24 for the first situation. These pairs all involve Δc t . See panels e to g in figure S22 for the second situation. They all belong to the maximal nonsingular submodel.) The differences, however, tend to be fairly mild. Third, the model-implied covariances often fall within the confidence intervals. Therefore, with only four shocks, the model can already fit the data along multiple dimensions. Finally, when substantial deviations from the intervals occur, they typically involve variables across submodels (see panel d in figure S22 , panel e in figure  S23 , and panels i, m, n, and o in figure S24 ).
The parameter estimates under the second alternative specification are reported in panel a of table S3. The crosscovariances are shown in figures S22 to S24. First, both the parameter values and cross-covariances exhibit greater differences from the default specification than the above. Second, the fit is disappointing. This shows clearly that important information in the data is missed when applying this specification. Therefore, while the first two specifications can both be viable candidates for analyzing the four-shocks model, the third is undesirable.
As a note on inference, suppose a researcher wants to report a 100(1 − α)% confidence interval for a parameter. Here, three composite likelihood specifications that deliver three candidate intervals are considered. If the researcher obtains the three intervals at the level 100(1 − α/3)%, then, irrespective of which interval he or she chooses to report, it will cover the pseudo-true value at the level of 100(1 − α)% or higher. This procedure is conservative. In summary, for the models considered, the results consistently show that the default and first alternative specifications are similar and that the second alternative specification is undesirable. This finding is not surprising. What is important is the analysis that leads to it. The same analysis can be applied to other models and composite likelihood specifications. Canova et al. (2014) suggested that identification should be an important consideration when choosing variables to estimate singular DSGE models. This section applies theorem 1 to compare the identifying power of the three composite likelihood specifications. The matrix G S (θ) is computed as follows unless stated otherwise. The derivatives are computed using the symmetric difference quotient with the step size set to 1E-7. The integral is approximated using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature with 1,000 evaluation points. The values of θ are set to the posterior means. Because γ, r, π, and l are identifiable from the means of Δy t , r t , π t , and l t , it is sufficient to compute only the first term in equation (11) .
B. Identification
For the four-shocks model under the default specification, the smallest eigenvalue equals 7.52E-4, above the Matlab default tolerance level of 3.49E-10. This suggests that θ is locally identified at this value. The eigenvalue remains at 7.52E-4 when each of the following changes is made: (a) the five-point method is used to compute the derivative, (b) the step size is set to 1E-6 or 1E-8, or (c) the Gaussian quadrature is replaced by the Riemann sum. Finally, when the number of evaluation points is increased substantially to 10,000, the eigenvalue changes only lightly to 7.53E-4. Therefore, the result is robust to the above changes.
Next, for the four-shocks model under the two alternative specifications, the smallest eigenvalues equal 8.73E-4 and 3.87E-6, respectively. The tolerance levels are 3.49E-10 and 8.73E-11. The robustness checks support that θ is locally identified in the two cases. Finally, for the models with five to seven shocks, the results also show that θ is locally identified under the three composite likelihood specifications. The details are omitted.
In summary, the identification analysis alone has not led to information that can distinguish between the three composite likelihood specifications.
C. Forecasting
This section compares the forecasting performance of the three composite likelihood specifications. The ones with high mean squared forecast errors (MSFEs) are considered undesirable. The analysis can be related to GuerronQuintana (2010) . When considering singular models augmented with measurement errors, the paper suggests that forecasting accuracy can be an appealing criterion for making choices between the observables.
I consider the same sample periods as in SW: 1966:I to 1989:IV for initial estimation and 1990:I to 2004:IV for forecast evaluation. The parameters are reestimated every quarter. The MSFEs for horizons of k = 1, 4, 8 quarters ahead are reported in table 2. A relative measure is also reported in parentheses. It is computed as 100 times the difference in the MSFEs between the current and the default specification, divided by √ k times the sample standard deviation of the first-differenced series. The values exceeding 20% are highlighted in bold. The bold values are all positive, implying that the corresponding MSFEs are all higher than those under the default specification. When crossdependencies are misspecified, imposing them can increase the MSFE. This is important for interpreting the results.
When there are four shocks (see the rows [4, 0] , [4, 1] , and [4,2] in table 2), the default specification performs better than the first alternative specification, particularly at k = 8, where the relative measure exceeds 20% for four out of the seven series. The default and the second alternative specification perform similarly; the relative measure is always below 20%. , j) , i denotes the number of shocks, while j = 0, 1, and 2 correspond to the default, first and second alternative specifications, respectively. The initial estimation period is 1966:1-1989:4. The parameters are reestimated every quarter. The value in parentheses is computed as the difference in the MSFEs between the current and the default specification, divided by √ k times the sample standard deviation of the first differenced series. The values exceeding 20% are highlighted in bold. The sample standard deviations for the seven series are 0. 86, 0.31, 0.26, 0.65, 0.56, 0.69, 2.25. When there are five shocks, the results show a different pattern. The default and the first alternative specification are now similar. Meanwhile, the second alternative specification performs substantially worse when forecasting consumption, with the relative measure equal to 7.25%, 31.88%, and 59.95% at the three horizons. This follows because the MSFEs under the default and the first alternative specifications have both decreased noticeably, particularly at k = 8, while those under the second alternative specification have changed little.
This tendency continues when another shock is added. The default specification now performs notably better than the second alternative specification at k = 8. Finally, in the seven-shocks model, the forecast for consumption further improves under the default specification. The second alternative specification again shows no improvement.
The comparison shows that the default specification performs the best overall. Combining these results with those in sections IXA and IXB, the default specification emerges as a preferred choice for analyzing all the models.
D. Marginal Composite Likelihood
The current problem has two special features. First, the submodels considered in section IX are nonoverlapping. As a result, the composite likelihoods all lead to proper densities. Second, the models are fully parametric and the priors are proper. As a result, the marginal composite likelihoods (MCL) can be readily computed. These two features suggest that the MCL can be a sensible and feasible criterion for comparing models and composite likelihood specifications.
Let
be the composite likelihood under the specification S k (k = 1, . . . , K) for the singular model M j ( j = 1, . . . , J). Integrating over the prior distribution π(θ), the MCL is given by
Let p(·|M 0 ) be the true density of Y , where M 0 stands for the unknown true model. Let θ 0 be the pseudo-true value 930 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS (4,0) −1,099.9 (5,0) −1,019.9 (6,0) −999.7 (7,0) −940.4 (4,1) −1,115.2 (5,1) −1,026.0 (6,1) -(7,1) -(4,2) −1,075.4 (5,2) −1,055.2 (6,2) −1,052.6 (7,2) −1,036.9
The sample period is the same as in table 1. No training sample is used. In (i, j) , i denotes the number of shocks, while j = 0, 1, and 2 correspond to the default, the first and the second alternative specifications. (6,1) and (7,1) are the same as (6,0) and (7,0), therefore not repeated.
under M j and S k given in lemma 2. Then the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence from the density p(·|θ 0 , M j , S k ) to p(·|M 0 ) is given by
which equals 0 if and only if p(·|θ 0 , M j , S k ) coincides with p(·|M 0 ). As T → ∞,
The result, equation (19), shows that the ranking according to the MCL is consistent with the KL divergence ordering asymptotically. I compute equation (17) for the composite likelihood specifications considered in sections VIII and IX. The results are reported in table 3. First, for the fourshocks model, the second alternative specification is ranked the highest, followed by the default and then the first alternative specification. This shows that the four-shocks model has substantial difficulty in capturing the dependence between the series. Second, for the five-shocks model, the default specification has the highest value, followed by the first and then the second alternative specification. This suggests that the model's ability in capturing cross-dependence has improved, although it still has difficulty with the dependence between consumption and wage growth. Third, for models with six and seven shocks, the default specification and the first alternative specification coincide. They have higher values than the second alternative specification in both cases. This again shows that the models succeed in capturing some joint dynamics in the data. These findings are in line with those reported in sections IXA to IXC in terms of what the models capture. For example, in the fourshock model, because cross-dependence is poorly captured, the second specification is favored by the MCL criterion.
E. Suggestion for Practice
The materials in sections VIII and IX can be summarized into the following procedure for choosing a suitable composite likelihood specification:
Step 1. Begin the analysis with a default specification by taking a maximal nonsingular submodel and then the remaining variables one at a time. The leading submodel should be chosen based on what the model is designed to capture.
Step 2. Consider a range of alternative specifications.
Although section IX has focused on two polar cases, other specifications that maintain the same leading submodel can also be considered. The specifications can be compared with the default specification as in sections IXA to IXB. The outcomes can be evaluated as follows. First, if a specification delivers a substantially inferior fit than the default specification, then this specification can be considered undesirable. If the fit is in the form of a trade-off, the choice should be based on what the model is intended to capture. Second, identification failure should be viewed as a red flag. If it is about some important aspects of the model, the associated specification can be considered undesirable. If it is about some relatively minor aspects, then at a minimum, this should be taken into account when interpreting the estimation results. Third, the forecast comparison can help in two ways. First, if a specification leads to a substantially less accurate forecast than the default specification, the specification can be considered undesirable. Second, by observing how the forecast performance changes as more dependencies are imposed, one may learn whether such dependencies are modeled poorly or adequately. The composite likelihood can then be adjusted to deemphasize the poorly specified aspects. Depending on the purpose of the DSGE model, the above three criteria can receive different weights when aggregating the results.
Step 3. One may be interested in considering a different leading submodel. If so, then steps 1 and 2 can be repeated and the outcomes evaluated in the same way as in step 2.
The computational cost in steps 1 to 3 is substantial but manageable. The associated computational time is as follows (on a desktop with an 8-core Intel 2.4 Ghz processor). It takes 5 to 7 hours to estimate a model using a given composite likelihood specification. The computation of cross-covariances is immediate. It takes less than 1 hour to compute the G S (θ) matrix. The forecasting exercise is more time-consuming. It takes 1 to 2 days to produce the MSFEs in a row of table 2. However, because different subsamples can be handled independently, the computation time-declines almost linearly with the number of cores used. Finally, the model selection criterion cannot substitute for the analysis in sections IXA to IXC. For an intermediate model, we want to learn about its merits and shortcomings in order to improve it. Statistical model selection, such as the one described in section IXD, offers a ranking of models but does not provide answers to many detailed questions.
X. Conclusion
This paper has developed a unified econometric framework for analyzing both singular and nonsingular DSGE models. The value of this framework is not in providing a unique criterion function that achieves the highest efficiency, but in providing a platform that allows flexible choices of criterion functions and in letting all such choices speak to the data. The framework allows analyses related to parameter identification, estimation, inference, and forecasting. Applications to both small-and medium-scale models show that it can be informative about the similarities and differences between alternative models and also about the sources that generate them. The framework can be further developed. First, extensions to nonlinear models can be possible. Second, multiple singular models can be jointly estimated. Finally, the issue of forecasting with singular models merits further study. The results can shed more light on the usefulness of singular models.
